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Editorials

Spirituality and clinical care
Spiritual values and skills are increasingly recognised as necessary aspects of clinical
care
Medicine, once fully bound up with religion, retains a sacred dimension for many. Differing
religious beliefs and practices can be divisive. Spirituality, however, links the deeply personal with
the universal and is essentially unifying. Without boundaries, it is difficult to define, but its impact
can be measured.1 This is important because, although attendance in churches is low and falling, w1
people increasingly (76% in 2000) admit to spiritual and religious experiences.2
The World Health Organization reports: "Until recently the health professions have largely
followed a medical model, which seeks to treat patients by focusing on medicines and surgery, and
gives less importance to beliefs and to faith in healing, in the physician and in the doctor-patient
relationship. This reductionist or mechanistic view of patients is no longer satisfactory. Patients
and physicians have begun to realise the value of elements such as faith, hope, and compassion in
the healing process."w2 In one study, 93% of patients with cancer said that religion helped sustain
their hopes.3 Such high figures deserve our attention.
A signal publication offers a critical, systematic, and comprehensive analysis of empirical
research, examining relations between religion or spirituality and many physical and mental health
conditions, covering more than 1200 studies and 400 reviews.4 A 60-80% relation between better
health and religion or spirituality is found in both correlational and longitudinal studies covering
heart disease, hypertension, cerebrovascular disease, immunological dysfunction, cancer,
mortality, pain and disability, and health behaviours and correlates such as taking exercise,
smoking, substance misuse, burnout, and family and marital breakdown. Psychiatric topics covered
include psychoses, depression, anxiety, suicide, and personality problems. The benefits are
threefold: aiding prevention, speeding recovery, and fostering equanimity in the face of ill health.
Especially interesting are the excellent results obtained in intractable conditions through teaching
people coping methods based on meditation. 5 w3 Qualitative research complements empirical
studies, and "new paradigm" methods provide helpful detail about spirituality in clinical practice. 6
7
Examples include questionnaires,8 w4 interviews, focus group studies,9 and narrative based
enquiries.w5
It is instructive to distinguish cure of symptoms from healing of people. 6 7 The words "heal" and
"whole" have common roots. Healing entails restoration of psychobiological integrity, with the
implication of personal growth and a sense of renewal.
Spiritual values and skills are increasingly recognised as necessary aspects of clinical care, to be
more openly discussed w6 and taught. w7 A textbook of nursing, for example, states: "In every
human being there seems to be a spiritual dimension, a quality that goes beyond religious
affiliation, that strives for inspiration, reverence, awe, meaning, and purpose even in those who do
not believe in God. The spiritual dimension tries to be in harmony with the universe, strives for
answers about the infinite, and comes essentially into focus in times of emotional stress, physical
illness, loss, bereavement, and death."10 Mental illness should be added to this list.
Guidance is available for doctors to assess spiritual needs and provide for healing even when they
are unable to cure.7 w8 It may be especially cost effective if the hypothesis that to provide spiritual
care affords reciprocal benefit proves true. If patients and their professional carers both gain, lower
levels of conditions such as substance misuse and burnout can be forecast, with improvements in
staff morale and hence recruitment and retention. Greasley et al's cohort, however, observed that
spiritual needs are not a priority for medical staff, relative to more tangible issues.9 This is
important because, for Nathan's patients, spiritual care is an area perceived as necessarily involving
all care providers.11
1

With much new research showing that prognosis is radically improved by spiritual care,4 what are
the hindrances to implementing it? Haines and Donald describe some general problems about
getting evidence into practice.12 w9 McSherry gives more details where spirituality is concerned.8
The problem areas are interrelated: education (lack of training, resulting in lack of knowledge or
insight or confidence) and economics (lack of staff or time or resources), environment (lack of
space or privacy), and personal obstacles (sensitivity or own belief systems).8 These need
addressing under the two headings of clinical governance and continuing personal and professional
development and can be remedied if given priority.
Compare spirituality with nutrition; neither is a subject that healthcare providers can take for
granted. Inadequate nutrition is costly. If people are not fed properly, resistance weakens and
wounds do not heal. Evidence is growing in volume and quality that this holds for spiritual
sustenance too.4
The way forward is to give rein to natural inquiry, to rediscover and communicate openly about
this vital area, and to foster the rhetoric of spirituality. w6 Our managers, multidisciplinary
colleagues, and especially our relatively few chaplainsw10 are natural coalition partners with
whom to engage in this endeavour, together with our patients and their families.
According to Nathan, spiritual care promotes the healthy grieving of loss and the maximising of
personal potential. 11 It provides a sense of meaning, resulting in renewed hope and peace of mind,
enabling people to accept and live with otherwise insoluble problems. Physical and mental
illnesses therefore provide all concerned with particular opportunities for healing, personal
development, and spiritual growth. Improved outcomes naturally follow.
Many see religion and medicine as peripheral to each other, yet spirituality and clinical care
belong together. The time is thus ripening for doctors to recall, reinterpret, and reclaim our
profession's sacred dimension.
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